
Bikesimizer is a specialised social network for cyclists. The app 
exists in web and mobile versions, both of which have intuitive 
and adaptable interfaces to suit various devices. 
 
New contacts, text messages, groups and events are available on 
the website. The mobile app includes all of the above, as well as 
location tracking.

Project Overview

Over 855 million people in the world ride a bike, and this 
amount is growing. Our client is just one of them. 
 
A few years ago, he was looking for a mobile app for cycling trips 
and he was unable to find exactly what he was looking for - there 
were many apps with tracking functions for cyclists, but they 
didn’t meet his specific needs. 
 
As cyclists like sharing their results, our client thought it would 
be amazing to have a tracker, GPS and social network in one 
mobile app. That is how Bikesimizer idea came into existence.
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the Story
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Challenges
Since he was working with a limited budget, our client couldn’t 
afford the implementation of a full project, and it was necessary 
to design a minimum viable product in the most cost-effective 
way. Besides, there were already a lot of tracking apps on the 
market, such as Strava, so Bikesimizer required improved 
tracking accuracy to compete. We also needed to consider crucial 
specifics of social networking, such as high load. 
 
According to these requirements, our team formed the next 
scope of work:

Minimum Viable  
Product
As the product should attract investors’ attention, we decided to 
implement the most valuable functions: 
 
    position tracking and recording results 
    recording and sharing of favourite tracks 
    news feeds and chatting 
    competition creation  
 
We implemented all these features on the base of ASP.NET Core 
and related technologies for the server side logic, whereas the 
mobile application both for iOS and Android has been done on 
the base of Xamarin platform. 
 
After the investor was found, the stack was enhanced with Azure 
Service Fabric for load balancing and performance improvement 
solutions. 

to fit the crucial functionality into the minimal budget 
 
to ensure high-load capacity of the app to serve millions of 
users 
  
to increase app competitiveness with a high level of tracking 
accuracy 

As a social network, Bikesimizer should run a huge capacity. If all 
the users logged in, searched for friends and chatted at the same 
time, a single server wouldn’t be able to handle this capacity and 
would stop working. 
 
We divided the app features between dedicated services and built a 
microservice architecture connected with Azure Service Fabric - a 
system platform provided by Microsoft. 
 
Azure receives and spreads the load between servers. When the 
user limit on a particular server is exceeded, Azure creates a server 
clone to run an additional load. It is a great advantage for startups, 
as it’s difficult to predict the amount of future users and determine 
the number of servers required. 
 
Using Azure Service Fabric, clients pay only for spent capacity, 
depending on the amount of users.
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Advantages  
of Microservices Architecture 

Higher performance. Even if the number of users is huge, 
Azure provides high load speed by making mirror servers. 
 
Cost-effectiveness. A client pays monthly just for spent traffic. 
 
Easy improvements and changes. If you decide to expand or 
change your solution, it won’t influence the entire system’s 
work. 
 
Easy testing. As the structure of microservices is clear, it is 
easy to deploy and test the solution.

On the way to the clearest tracking results, we faced the problem of 
uncertain riding time. The thing is, during cycling people make stops at 
traffic lights in the city or have a rest in the countryside. Usually, it is 
inconvenient for users to press “start” and “stop” buttons in the tracker app 
every time they stop, and thus, it leads to inaccurate results. 
 
It was crucial for us to provide the maximum possible clarity for results, so 
we decided to use the Google Fused Location API Provider to solve this 
issue. If the API doesn’t receive users’ new location coordinates within 30 
seconds, the tracker stops working. 
 
After cyclists start moving, they can switch on the tracker by themselves, or 
it will be automatically switched on after receiving new location 
coordinates.

Time Tracking Issue
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Extra Coordinates  
Issue
As the product should attract investors’ attention, we decided to implement the 
most valuable functions: 
 
     position tracking and recording results 
     recording and sharing of favourite tracks 
     news feeds and chatting 
     competition creation 
 
We implemented all these features on the base of ASP.NET Core and related 
technologies for the server side logic, whereas the mobile application both for 
iOS and Android has been done on the base of Xamarin platform. 
 
After the investor was found, the stack was enhanced with Azure Service Fabric 
for load balancing and performance improvement solutions.

After we dealt with the extra coordinates issue, our quality 
assurance team noticed that the tracker worked correctly at high 
(50mph) speeds, but under lower speed (<10 mph) the track 
recorder provided incorrect results, or even stopped recording. 
Our team had to provide accurate tracking at a speed of human 
walking, cycling and driving for Bikesimizer to compete in the 
market. 
 
Developers calculated the average cyclist speed and distance, 
then checked our math on real distance. Then, developers 
analysed the results, changed coefficients and repeated these 
situations until we achieved the correct results. Our team used 
the Kalman filter to reduce the error’s impact and obtain the 
object’s position, so we could provide the result with 98.9% 
accuracy.

Speed Issue
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We have put considerable efforts into the 
development and testing of Bikesimizer, as we 
wanted to bring all the best of everything into one 
project. Our team provided a cost-effective solution 
with microservices architecture and eliminated every 
issue connected with tracking accuracy. We 
decreased costs for Bikesimizer maintenance after the 
launch and ensured profitable investments for the 
shareholders. 
 
As a result, Bikesimizer stays commercially viable, 
and the number of users continues to grow. Over 
29.3K messages were sent, over 15.1M miles roads 
were shared with other users and 420M calories were 
burnt. We are proud to be a part of this project and to 
continue our collaboration.
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Review

Bikesimizer DWC-L.L.C. — COO 
UAE, Dubai

Andrei Yazik

"On behalf of Bikesimizer team let me thank you for all the great work you have contributed to our 
product. We enjoy the cooperation and wish you all the best! Looking forward for more help from 
your team."
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https://apps.apple.com/us/app/bikesimizer-light/id1261845858
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bikesimizer_light.app&hl=en_US
http://bikesimizer.com/

